
The Story

We opened our doors and started our business on 9 September 1999, under the entity of PT Kapal Kayu

Nusantara, by setting up and operating a small boatyard that built non-conventional wooden boats. In 2000, we 
built our first boat to tackle the challenge. Boat building was our entry point to the maritime business world.
The boatyard itself was an answer to the importance of the building stage as an integral part of the overall 
process that leads to the marine vessel related activities.

By the year 2005, experience, valuable learning processes, work results and wide networks allowed us to 
transform ourselves into a service company that proudly provides marine vessel design, building, maintenance, 
and repair related services.
On 12 January 2009, our entity was renamed into PT Kakanoo Marine Indonesia, and by the year 2016 
renamed again into PT Kakanoo Maritim Nusantara, a refreshing new identity that will bring into a further 
journey toward our vision.

We believe in what we do
and we do it with passion

Naval Architecture

Marine Engineering

Marine Interior & Exterior

Project Management

Company Brochure

Ships and Marine Vessels

Pleasure Boats and Yachts

www.kakanoo.co.id
info@kakanoo.co.id

Vision

To be a leading and profitable national enterprise that provides
professional naval architecture and marine vessel building related services,
through competence, strong network and partnerships,
to deliver best results that satisfy our credible customers.

Mission

Practice good human resources, marketing and financial management
in all our activities, supported by an efficient IT system,
oriented towards the organization’s development and welfare
and improvement in its surrounding environment;
·
Keep updating our knowledge and skills with the latest developments
in the environment that affects our field of work in order to gain profit by providing
reliable services and delivering top-of-the-line products;
·
Form strategic partnerships and alliances in order to initiate
an innovative value-oriented marine industry community;
·
Be able to identify, locate, reach and access credible customers

“The best way to predict the future is to invent it”
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Area of Competence :

Hull & construction design
·
Hull & construction building method and technology
·
Marine electrical system
·
Marine mechanical system
·
Marine machinery and propulsion system
·
Marine Interior & Exterior Design

Solutions :

Marine Vessel Custom Design Solution
(hull shape, construction, styling, general 
arrangement, etc.)
·
Marine Vessel Modification Design and 
Engineering Solution
(hull and construction modification, capacity 
upgrade, re-layout, etc.)
·
Marine Vessel System Design Solution
(machinery, mechanical and electrical)
·
Marine Interior & Exterior  Design Solution
·
Marine Vessel Building, Maintenance and 
Repair
Project Management Solution
(initiation, planning, execution, control and 
monitoring, ending)

We believe in what we do
and we do it with passion

“The best way to predict the future
is to invent it”

Problems are meant to be around, 
we focus ourselves only to face them to find the right solutions!

Services :

2D and 3D Drawings
(lines plan, general arrangement, interior/exterior profile, etc.)

·
Technical Calculation

(stability, hydrostatic, powering, etc.)
·

3D Visualization
(exterior, interior, engine room, etc.)

·
Technical Reports

(technical assessments, 
technical recommendations, etc.)
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How We Operate

We have two kinds of  valuable assets :
• Our own experience and competence
• Our vast network and pool of talent 

within the industry

Depends on each case and situation, 
upon clients’ needs and requests, we 

either utilize our own internal assets or 
we mobilize, manage, and organize 
assets from our local, regional, and 
global network of professionals and 
organizations to perform the work.

For us, what matter the most is to 
get the job done!
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